
 

 
 



 
DISCLAIMER 
 
The FREE information contained in the iAmAttila E-book is provided for educational and 
informational purposes only, and should not be construed as actionable advice or as an offer to 
perform any services on any subject matter. The content of this E-book contains general 
information and may not reflect current business developments or information. The information 
is not guaranteed to be correct, complete or current. iAmAttila E-book makes no warranty, 
expressed or implied, about the accuracy or reliability of the information in this E-book or at any 
other website to which it is linked. 
 
Recipients of content from this site should not act or refrain from acting on the basis of any 
information included in the site without seeking appropriate business and/or marketing advice 
on the particular facts and circumstances at issue from an attorney licensed in the recipient’s 
state. iAmAttila FREE E-book expressly disclaims all liability with respect to actions taken or not 
taken by the recipient based on any or all of the information or other contents of this E-book. 
 
iAmAttila does not endorse, and is not responsible for, any third-party content that may be 
accessed through this E-book.  The author is not responsible for, does not endorse, or support 
any activity that may go against laws and/or regulations in different jurisdictions.   Whatever 
action the reader takes is their own responsibility.   We are not responsible for anything, all 
information is for educational purposes. 
 
No Representations 
 
This material may contain technical or typographical errors. iAmAttila does not guarantee its 
accuracy or completeness or suitability. IN NO EVENT SHALL IAMATTILA BE LIABLE FOR 
ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RELATING TO THIS 
MATERIAL, FOR ANY USE OF THIS E-BOOK, OR FOR ANY OTHER HYPERLINKED 
WEBSITE. IAMATTILA takes no responsibility and makes no warranty whatsoever for the 
content or information contained on sites linked to or from this E-book. All such links are 
provided on this E-book solely for the convenience of readers and do not represent any 
endorsement, advertisement or sponsorship of linked sites or any products or services offered. 
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Want to learn how to make money online?    Don't 
want to get ripped off by fake gurus promising you 
lambos, private jets and working only 4 hours per 
week?  
 
You are reading the right book; there's nothing like this out 
there that shares real value for free. 
 
I Am Attila, and I decided to create this ebook to help 
everyone that wants to get into affiliate marketing.   People 
that don't want to have a boss, have to wake up early and do 
the same 9-5 hamster wheel daily.  
 
I’ve been an affiliate marketer since 2008. Earning money 
online promoting other people’s products/services for a 
commission.     I never sold any courses.    Be prepared for 
knowledge bombs, golden nuggets, and actual strategies you 
can use right now to earn money online. 
 
In this book, I include over 11 of my most popular tutorials 
on how to run paid ad campaigns.    It will help answer many 
questions I've received from hundreds of people over the 
years like: 
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-How Can I Make Money with Affiliate Marketing for 
real? 
-How Do I Get Started? 
-What Should I Run? 
-Which vertical/niche to focus on? 
-How Do I Find Profitable Ads of My Competition? 
-How to understand data and what to cull and what to 
run? 
-How to optimize campaigns for profit? 
-How to scale the winners and where?  
 
I've been blogging for over 7 years now at iAmAttila.com. 
There are over 2000 posts.  That's a lot to read - so I cherry 
picked the best of the best to answer the above questions and 
more.  
 
 
There's no guru course from me, I have nothing to sell.  I am 
just happy guy with a family that loves tech and computers 
and has always looked at doing stuff on the computer as a 
hobby.  
 
I ride the trends, I test new stuff always,  I switch focus when 
an opportunity ends and find the next one.    I am what you'd 
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call a serial entrepreneur, and have been making a full time 
living online for over 12 years now.  
 
This eBook will give you the methods you need to make 
money, apply it to your own verticals and put your own twist 
to it.   Believe the system, take action.   If you don't take 
action, you won't go from 0 to 1.  
 

"The Path to Success Is To Take Massive, Determined 
Actions" - Tony Robbins 

 
 
To your success, 

 
 
PS: Want 1 on 1 help from me and other affiliate marketers 
that earn money running campaigns for real?  Join the #1 
affiliate marketing forum for only $49/month - iAmAffiliate. 
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Here’s what you are going to find in this 
eBook: 

 
Table of Contents 

 
 
 

I. Introduction 

II. [GOOGLE] How To Structure Your Adwords Campaign 

For Success (Display Or Search)  

III. [FACEBOOK ADS] How To Find Profitable Funnels And 

Their High Converting Ads On Facebook  

IV. [FACEBOOK ADS]  How To Find Profitable Ecom 

Products & The Ads Used That Are Making Money On 

Shopify  

V. [PUSH TRAFFIC] How To Run PUSH Campaigns From 

Scratch On ZEROPARK And Make Lambo Money – 5 

Step Guide  

A. Picking the Traffic Source  

B. Talking with your CPA Network rep at Gotzha and 

collecting the offers to run!  
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C.  Spying to see what others are running for the offer / 

offer vertical  

D.Setting Up the Initial Campaign  

E. Analyzing the Data & Creating the Winners to Profit

 

F. Scaling, Scaling, Scaling  

VI. [SPY] How To Find POPS & PUSH Landing Pages Using 

Adplexity  

VII. The Sure Fire Way To Running $1 Sweeps That Pay $30+ 

CPA On Zeropark POPS Traffic  

VIII. How To Create An Account On AdPlexity  

IX. How To Optimize $2955.70 Worth Of Data In RedTrack

 

X. How We Made $51,167.60 For A Client On $7,240.42 Ad 

Spend (707% ROAS!)  

XI. FREE Step By Step Guide To Making Money On 

Zeropark Push Traffic With SOI Dating Offers  

 

PART 1 Preparation, Set-up, Optimization  

A. Register The Necessary Accounts To Get Started

 

B. Spy for Landing Pages, Angles and Creatives  
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C.Rip & Clean the Landing Pages  

D.Setup the Campaigns in your Tracking Software 

(RedTrack)  

E. Setup up the S2S Postback from your tracking software 

to your CPA Network.  

F. Setup the campaigns on the traffic source (ZeroPark)

 

G.Wait for approval of the Campaigns  

H.Monitor Your Campaigns  

I. Run the campaigns and collect significant data

 

J. Optimize by killing bad performing creatives, and 

uploading similar ones to your best performers.

 

K. Scale by copying your best creative ads to other 

countries (geos) and by launching the exact same 

ads/landers aka campaign on other traffic sources.
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PART 2 Look At Our Data, Take The Potential Candidates, 

Turn Them Into Profitable And Scale!

 

 

A. Creatives  

B. Landers  

C. Offers  

D. Sources  

 

PART 3  Looking At Data, And Optimizing To Become 

Profitable  

PART 4 Reviewing The Data, And Scaling Further  

 

XII. Recommended Services to Affiliate Marketers 
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How To Structure Your Google 
Ads/Adwords Campaign For 
Success (Display Or Search) 
 

The Adwords Campaign Structures We Use To Increase Our ROI 
(Google Ads Guide) 

Before we dive in, let me tell you a quick story.   I’ve had a love 
hate relationship with Adwords for many years now;   they like to 
go crazy once a year upping their policies and approval system so 
much you can’t really get anything going – so then we just go to 
Facebook, and when Facebook goes crazy, we tend to return to 
Google Ads. 

Anyhow,  I get a lot of emails asking me to show how we setup 
Adwords campaigns and structure them for success. 
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It’s easier than you think; but as pictures do mean a thousand 
words I decided to take some screenshots and show you how we 
do it. 

1. Login to the adwords account 
2. Click Create New Campaign 
3. Set the objective whatever it may be.    Search or Display. 
4. Then under settings, make sure you click on the 

ADDITIONAL SETTINGS dropdown to extend it down… 
then look for DEVICES. 
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Now select COMPUTERS for campaign 1. 

 

 

The reason why I prefer to do things this way is because websites 
look/behave/feel different on all those platforms. 

Desktops allow websites to look their best at their ‘full’ resolution 
potential,  clicking around and providing more information for the 
visitor. 

Mobile the screen size is much smaller, so people are less likely 
to be into filling out long forms and things like that, but you never 
know.  That is why I like to break it up. 

Tablet while bigger in size, it’s still harder to enter lots of info as 
you have to do it on the touchscreen vs a keyboard so it may 
behave differently.  Again this is why we make 3 separate 
campaigns. 

Does it make sense now why we break it into different 
campaigns? 

5.  Rinse and repeat above steps, and create 3 separate 
campaigns so you have one for each device type. 
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NOTE: You can also do this quicker by making 1 campaign, then 
copy pasting it, and then changing the bid adjustments to -100% 
for mobile,  -100% for tablet, or desktop and just leaving one of 
them.  But this is more advanced stuff, so if you are new to 
Google Ads, or you got a VA you don’t wanna confuse follow the 
above method. 

Additional Tips: 

We also like to exclude GAMES on every single campaign we do 
because we’ve found that this category ALWAYS converts way 
worse than other categories.  This could be attributed to kids 
playing the games, accidental clicks in the games, or due to less 
intent vs people actually looking at topic related sites. 

Feel free to play around with in market audiences, and topics as 
well.   But I find it’s not necessary as if you use the Conversion 
Pixel, after about 3-4 days of collecting data it starts to optimize 
things pretty well.   The only thing we do is exclude placements 
that give us a shitty ROI or burn our budget. 
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How To Find Profitable Funnels 
And Their High Converting Ads 
On Facebook 
 
 

Ever wanted to find out what the 7 or 8 figure internet marketers 
are running that they only show you screenshots off with the 
product/funnel name/or other useful information blocked out? 

Wanted to learn WHAT their money ads are used to drive 
converting visitors to their Clickfunnels pages? 

Sadly, you are not alone, EVERYONE that sees the huge 
success these guys brag about wants to know HOW THE HELL 
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do they do it!! What is their funnel? What are their ads like on 
Facebook? 

 

SADLY …THE COLD HEART TRUTH IS… 

 

NO ONE Will give you their funnel. 

 

NO ONE is going to give away their ads. 

 

NO ONE is going to show you what niche or vertical they are 
running that’s making them rich. 

BUT WAIT.. There is a way for you to find out, and it is easier 
than you think! 

Some really smart hackers aka programmers got tired of the cold 
shoulder treatment. Getting rejected, or simply ignored when they 
asked all these successful Clickfunnels marketers to show them 
their funnel and ads. 

 

SO they did something about it, created a tool that serves as due 
diligence to really find profitable funnels and all of their ads! 
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Now that the intro text is done so you understand the BENEFIT of 
all this: 

THE GUIDE STARTS HERE! 

In this guide, I am going to teach you for free how you can spy on 
your competitors in CF, and find their winning funnels and all their 
ads. 

 

1. Login to The Spy Tool 

NOTE: Get 15% off every month by using the code 
"IAMAFFILIATE" on checkout 

2. After you logged in, look for the SEARCH box in the left menu 
bar. 

3. Click the DOWN arrow and select Landing Pages. This will 
make sure that we’re searching for content INSIDE the landing 
page the ads link to (so in the Clickfunnel). 
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The amazing feature of this tool, is that it looks in the actual 
programming code, so it can check for patterns which is how we 
will expose the funnels no one wants to tell you about! 

 

4. Now that we selected that we want to search inside Landing 
Pages. Enter the following into the search box: 
app.clickfunnels.com and select the country or countries you want 
to search. I selected United States. Next, click the SEARCH 
button. 
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NOTE: If you leave the country blank, the results will come back 
way faster. If you select the country, it might take a few minutes to 
load the results because the tool is going through it’s database 
and checking the source code of every funnel it archived only to 
return the ones that are indeed ClickFunnels based. 
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Here are some of the funnels no one wanted you to see! 
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Here’s another very popular ad that’s definitely making it’s 
Clickfunnel creator a lot of money (logical thought explains that if 
it didn’t they wouldn’t have ran it for so long so it can amass this 
many likes and engagements, because who wants to throw away 
money on expensive paid ads if it doesn’t work right? 

 
This is their money ad 
The money ad is a video ad, it has received over 3200 likes and 
373 comments and 2400 shares. This ad is MAKING MONEY. 
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The ad links to a TWO page clickfunnel that basically gives a 
discount coupon so the person can purchase this product on 
Amazon. 

 

MagicAdz makes everything available, it shows you the link to the 
actual post on Facebook, and it also gives you the links to the 
actual funnel so you can go through it yourself as if you were a 
customer. You can grab EVERYTHING that no one wanted you to 
see – so easily!! 

 

TIP: If you sell on amazon, this is an AMAZING way to grow your 
amazon organic rank and get more sales and reviews without 
breaking any kind of policies on Amazon FBA! 
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Page 1 of the funnel 
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Page 2 of the funnel 
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The overview page where everything is revealed. When you click 
an ad inside MagicAdz, you will arrive at this page. It shows you 
the funnel landing page, the ad, when it was first seen, how long it 
has been running. What is the URL of the clickfunnel, what is the 
link to the Facebook Fan Page & the ad itself with comments. 
Simply Awesome! 
How about for a single page style ECOM ad? 

Using this awesome spytool, we were able to uncover a 
single-product style ecom sales funnel too! This is epic; because 
Shopify and Drop Shipping is getting harder and CPM prices on 
Facebook Ads is getting super expensive – the only way to 
survive is to switch to 1 product sales funnels just like this one. It 
allows you to laser target, and make sure that your visitor is 
focused at buying your product. Just watch, soon all the Shopify 
Gurus who were preaching how to create a store this and that will 
be saying this is the next best thing, single product click funnels! 
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This is the ad that’s working for them, it’s been running for 28 
days!! 
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Here is what we can learn about the ad on FB. It’s targeting 
Females, All Ages and in the USA. So they are going Broad. 

 

This is the clickfunnels landing page, it’s a simple lander with 
testimonials and option to buy it now, and that’s about it. 

You can always go to the actual funnel pages the way I did, and 
check it out – it’s on the summary screen after you click an ad. 
There’s Hundreds of Ads to Go Through, I just quickly picked 3 
that I found interesting. The biggest benefit to using this tool is 
you will be able to get ideas and find a niche you are passionate 
about, then create a funnel and already have the ads needed to 
drive the right visitors that will convert and make you money. 

PS: Get 15% off every month by using the code "IAMAFFILIATE" on 
checkout  

 Click here to go to MagicAdz website >>
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How To Find Profitable Ecom 
Products & Their Facebook Ads 
That Are Making Money On 
Shopify 
 
 
FREE Shopify Spying 101 & Competition Analysis Guide by 
iAmAttila 

If you are into Shopify and Drop Shipping then you will love this 
guide. I am going to show you step by step how to uncover the 
winning products and all the ads used to promote it on Facebook. 
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I don’t recommend you Rip n Run the ads; as Facebook Algo 
knows very well who is the owner of the ad and won’t give you 
high quality traffic if you rip someone elses ads, thus you are 
doomed to fail. 

 

Instead, use the ads for winning products to come up with your 
own variations and create similar ads. 

To get started, you will need an account on the #1 facebook ad 
spy tool named MagicAdz. 

You can get an account by visiting their website at 
www.magicadz.co 

 

Get 15% off every month by using the code "IAMAFFILIATE" 
on checkout 

 

NOTE: In order to get accepted to magicadz, you need to apply 
the same way you would at any CPA Network. They only accept 
real internet marketers to keep out fraud. So don’t be shocked if 
they ask for some information like your skypeID to have a chat 
with you! 

Got your account and logged in? Great! 
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The next step is to look for the left menu bar. We want to select to 
search for landing pages. We want to identify shopify only ads. 

 

To do this, what you want to do is click the down arrow, and set 
the search paramter to look inside Landing Pages. 

 

We have to use footprints associated with shopify. 

 

Here are a few, you can enter these one by one to get different 
results: 

shopify.com 

cdn.shopify.com 

powered by shopify 
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Here are the results (NOTE: Not all of them are products, some 
people are actually running ads to blog posts made inside their 
shopify stores,some are clickbait) – They are sorted by most 
shared: 
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Here are 3 ads I picked that are shopify stores. 

The first one is hair care product. It is targeting women who love 
to look beautiful and especially enjoy having awesome hair. They 
use this model under different names from what I discovered to 
test what name and influencer profiles work best for them. It’s an 
awesome, awesome store as they are white labeling stuff in 
China with their own brand and making at least 300% ROAS. See 
how the total number of likes is LESS than the actual number on 
the ad today? That means since MagicAdz saw it, the ad received 
much more engagement! That’s a great thing it means people are 
talking about this, and most likely buying it since the ad is still 
going strong. 
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Here is another add, this time of a dent remover tool people are 
selling online. This probably makes them a lot of money else they 
would not still be running the ad. When the ad was first seen it 
had just 6000 comments, and today it has 42k!! 4400 comments 
and has been shared over 17,000 times! 
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Home Care and Kitchen stuff has done real well on Facebook 
forever. Here’s an ad that had 5k likes, 2000 comments, and 
10,000 shares when MagicAdz saw it! You can see that the 
angles they used, and their video ads, and also the lander they 
used and shopify page wording! 
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TIP: If you are into shopify you def heard the finding shopify 
stores using the IP address trick. If not I pasted it below… anyway 
that method reveals a lot of mega brands in the top 1000. They 
aren’t likely the ones affiliate like yourself are running, or new 
people starting out with shopify. 

 

It’s way, way easier and faster to spy using the method I shared 
above than to open each site one by one on the list from the ip 
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trick; then make a list of the fan pages from the ad review screen 
inside MagicAdz. 

 

Here’s how easy it is, let’s take the Lange products. I went to their 
fan page, on the left selected Info & Ads, then selected the 
country I want to see all their ads in. I quickly learned that they 
have like 6 live ads right now! 
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This awesome trick lets you view every ad a page publishes and 
also what countries the ads are running in! 
How many times have you asked a friend that does well on drop 
shipping with Shopify to show you one of their products so you 
‘get it’ ? Only to receive their reply “SORRY MAN, I DON’T 
SHARE MY PRODUCTS” (this isn’t a ‘friend’ in my books) but not 
to worry. 

 

With the power of MagicAdz spy tool you can uncover profitable 
ads (maybe even find theirs) and use it as inspiration to create 
your own ads, and also your own product offerings. 

Get 15% off every month by using the code "IAMAFFILIATE" 

on checkout  

www.MagicAdz.co 
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BONUS: FINDING SHOPIFY STORES USING IP TRICK 

1) Go to myip.ms 

2) Paste this IP address: 23.227.38.32 and click “Whois Lookup”. 

3) Click “Other Sites on IP” 

4) Now you have thousands of Shopify stores to research 

5) If you want to check the most popular stores, click “View All 
Records”, “World Site Popular Rating” 

6) If you want to see the most popular products for each store, 
just type shopifystore.com/collections/all?sort_by=best-selling 
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How To Run PUSH Campaigns 
From Scratch On ZEROPARK 
And Make Lambo Money – 5 
Step Guide 
 
 

If you never ran an affiliate marketing campaign before, and you 
want to learn the process You are going to love this.    I am going 
to show you what goes into launching a campaign.  

This information will be super helpful even if you are an expert 
affiliate marketer and want to grow a team because you will be 
able to show them this 1 cent guide, and get them up to speed on 
understanding what really goes into launching a campaign from 
scratch. 
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This will be very useful to you (advanced affiliate) because you 
will be able to free up time, delegate tasks to a team and focus on 
the big picture – this is what I do; and trust me it’s better than 
doing everything yourself! 

Instead of charging 1 cent for this guide, I’ve decided to make it 
free, because I know not many people can afford 1 cent for 
knowledge. It’s my goal to make this guide available to everyone 
and ensure they have money left over to run campaigns. So this 
one is on me! 

The 5 Steps  

Step #1 – Picking the Traffic Source 

Step #2 – Talking with your CPA Network rep at Gotzha and 
collecting the offers to run! 

Step #3 –  Spying to see what others are running for the offer 
/ offer vertical 

Step #4 – Setting Up the Initial Campaign 

Step #5 – Analyzing the Data & Creating the Winners to Profit 

Step #6 – Scaling 
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Step #1 – Picking the Traffic Source 

 

When you launch a campaign, you need to decide what traffic 
source you are going to work on.    This sets the tone for the talk 
with your AM at Gotzha (the cpa network I love working with. 
Upon registration, mention iAmAttila to get approved faster).   We 
are going to be running PUSH notifications.  That is a type of 
traffic.    We are going to be working with ZEROPARK, which is 
an epic company owned by the Polish Entrepeneur Robert Gryn – 
I’ve done an interview with him in the past –  you may find it here. 

ZEROPARK is known for High Quality Traffic,  REALLY good top 
of the notch service, and super competitive rates on worldwide 
inventory. 

 
So, to recap, our traffic source is ZEROPARK. 

Click here to get your 5% Top up BONUS! 
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 –  and our type of traffic is going to PUSH. Armed with this 
knowledge, time to reach out to our rep @ Gotzha!!! 

 
Step #2 – Talking with your CPA Network rep at Gotzha! 

When I talk to my rep at Gotzha, the first thing I say is – I want to 
run PUSH, give me 3 geos that are doing well on this traffic type. 
And give me 2 offers in each geo, that are doing lots of volume 
already. 

The reason why I ask these specific questions is because they 
see what is doing good,  they also know which offers are proven 
and converting well.  Their goal is to make money, so at Gotzha 
at least my rep is always honest and helps me out by 
recommending offers to promote that are solid. 

To Gotzha… 
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I created a Google Spreadsheet “ZeroPark Campaigns” and this 
is what the ‘template’ looks like: 

 
 
As you can see, every country has two pairs of offers. This is very 
important, because we will be split testing things, as you NEVER 
KNOW which one will convert better. Always have TWO offers 
being split tested from the start if you can. 
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As my rep sends me these offers, I fill them into this Google sheet 
to keep things nice and tidy. “Gathering offers” is a very important 
part of launching a campaign from scratch. it makes the next 
steps in the campaign process (spying, and setting up tracker). 
Easier… 

 

 

Step #3 –  Spying to see what others are running for the offer 
/ offer vertical 

 
Now that we have a list of offers we’re running, next thing we 
need to do is to spy and find what others are promoting on PUSH 
and to gather ideas and get our landing pages and ad creatives 
made. You can do all the creative prep yourself, hire 
Banners&Landers which is the cheapest/fastest way, or find your 
own freelance contractor. 
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NOTE: If you don’t want to send an email, and prefer instant 
skype chat add bannerslanders on skype to order landers and 
creatives for your PUSH campaign. 

If you are experienced in a vertical like sweepstakes for example, 
and you already have a proven pre-lander, ad combination 
(proven funnel) you can skip this step and just use what already 
works for you.  

 

What I have is a ‘landing page’ database server and it has 
everything sorted by vertical/country and we have landers that 
have been cleaned, and coded, as well as incoming landers that 
are “RAW & DIRTY” and need all the malicious codes and click 
stealers, and other stuff removed. 

If you have absolutely NO landers or ADS – you are starting from 
scratch, then you will want to check this out. 

From my spreadsheet on Google, I took some side notes and 
these are the geos I am running SWEEPS on: 

-TH 

-BR 

-ZA 
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Here’s something new, called SPYPUSH – The best spying tool 
that just came out to the public. What I do is take the country, and 
select it from the drop down, then select the language, and sort by 
popularity and browse around. I am looking for ads that are 
related to my offers my rep gave me. So in my case giveaways, 
sweepstakes, win ads. 

 

You will be able to find all kinds of ads, and this is where a lot of 
affiliates screw up – they get sucked into all the opportunities and 
get off track. They think the grass is greener, maybe I should try 
dating, maybe I should try some kind of health ads, maybe I 
should try ecom on PUSH. 

 

BIG MISTAKE! 
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To succeed, you need to go in, find ads that match the offers your 
rep gave you at Gotzha and then get out. Don’t get suckered in! 

 

Here I found some perfect sweeps offers since I am giving away 
iPhones & Samsung Galaxy, as well as gift cards here are some 
ads that showed up: 
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Repeat the above steps for all the offer GEOs you are going to be 
testing for to get ideas for ads. 

While browsing I saved these ads in my Favorites (accessible via 
the left menu in SpyPush tool) 
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Once you have the ideas, you should create variants of these ads 
(ripping and running these exact ads is not going to give you an 
advantage, you need to make your own variations). 

 

Here are some ideas on what you can ‘vary’: 

 

-changing the text 

-changing the image to be more bold, different angles, contrasts, 
shock/awe 

-using emoji’s. I personally LOVE the POO emoji, it converts like 
fire everytime! 

 

Next up landing pages / prelanders however you may call it.. 

With the spy tool, you can check the LPs they are using as 
illustrated below: 
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To check the landing pages for each ad creative, click that lil icon! 
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Here are 3 different styled landing pages, we can right away see 
the difference worth testing. 

One of them is a fun spinning lander (I love these, they get 
awesome engagement), then we have a survey style, and a 
general ‘alert style’) It’s worth testing different styles as you never 
know what will work for you. 

When looking at LPs. What you want to do is make a list of the 
URLs of the landing pages in a notepad or someplace. After you 
finish browsing and spying; get each of the landers ripped 
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yourself, or if you don’t feel confident in your ability to find every 
single clickstealer they might hide deep in the css files, or the 
javascript files, or encoded somewhere – just get the pros at 
Banners&Landers to clean it for you. 

Again, instead of running the exact same creative – in this case 
landers – get some variants made. 

 

In my $1 epic guide to push traffic released a few weeks ago I 
changed the main product offer image, and wrote in big ass 
letters over it exposing the value. That changed brought me into 
positive ROI instantly. Think simple, but stuff that can have a 
HUGE positive impact. 

Rinse n repeat the above steps for the rest of the offers we 
received from our CPA rep at Gotzha. 

 

Once all the creatives are done, get the landing pages uploaded 
to your web hosting account. I always create a new VPS as close 
as possible to the country I’m running in. LOAD TIMES are VERY 
important in helping increase your conversions! I wrote a guide on 
how to optimize your landing page speed years ago right here; it 
still works today. 
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Creating your campaigns on ZEROPARK 

Before you create your campaigns, you will need to setup your 
tracker. The first step is to make sure that your tracking tokens for 
ZeroPark are properly setup; without this key piece of information 
you will NOT be able to optimize your data and eliminate 
non-performing elements in your campaign! 

 

Here are the tokens that are a MUST for PUSH Traffic on ZP! 

Zeropark PUSH Traffic Tokens 2019 
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Step #4 – Setting Up the Initial Campaign 

Add in all the offers from Gotzha, Landing Pages and create your 
campaigns. One campaign for every GEO/OFFER pair you are 
going to be testing. Since we’re doing 3-4 as I wrote earlier, you 
should have 3-4 campaigns when you are done. Write down the 
campaign URLs for each somewhere so they are easily 
accessible and you don’t have to go back and forth to your tracker 
each time. 

Make sure you have your PUSH ad creatives (you need a short 
title, a longer description and of course image) Zeropark allows up 
to 10 different ads per campaign, and it’s worthwhile to start with 
10 to test things properly. In my experience, you will block 
40-50% of your creatives after the first 1-3 days of running traffic 
to get data. 

The best strategy to use to optimize PUSH is CREATIVES > 
SOURCES > TARGETS. So start with creatives and then do the 
sources, and last the targets. More on this later though, so don’t 
get side tracked thinking about it. 
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…Looking at data 24 hours later 

I have spent a little over $1000 so far; and made a revenue of 
around $350 so I am in the hole $650. Not what the fake gurus tell 
you right? They say You are going to KILL it with just a few 
hundred dollars spend… right? 

 

Well, truth is, you MUST test multiple geos, multiple landing 
pages, and multiple offers. (I am testing 2 offers per geo, 2 
landers minimum, and of course multiple vertical types.) 
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As you can see, there’s only ONE that has potential here. Clicks 
are 825 and I was spending 10 cents per click in this geo. (PUSH 
is pricey as fuck) so that’s $82.50 and i generated 5 conversions 
at 20 euros each so I am already at around $120. 

 

What LOOKS good above but in reality it SUCKS is the one with 
20 conversions, where the CR is 0.49%. This is a super low 
payout offer of 2.9$ per conversion, and I spent 6 cents per click 
there, and got 4051 clicks. So if you do the math that’s 4051 * 
$0.06 == $243.06 cost and 20 * $2.9 = $58 – revenue which 
works out to be $243.06 minus $58 = $-185.06 LOSS 
I was running TWO campaigns in this geo at $50/$50 budget 
each – one mobile only, and one desktop. I was very happy 
when I experienced it over and over again that ZP doesn’t 
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overshoot your $50 budget by $200 dollars. Instead they start 
to slow down traffic when the budget is near and only exceed it by 
a few bucks which is HIGHLY COMMENDABLE as a lot of people 
were complaining on how PUSH sources brutally overspend just 
like EXOCLICK is famous for on RON traffic. 

Looking at my stats broken down by DEVICE TYPE – i right away 
see the statistically significant data, all 5 conversions came from 
MOBILE! – That means we are going to STOP Desktop and just 
run MOBILE! 

 

72 Hours Later – Update 

I’ve killed all but the mobile campaign; and let it run over the past 
3 days. We’ve done pretty good, that one optimization alone got 
us into positive ROI. Here’s a real screenshot from my tracker: 
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I let this run over the weekend without touching it, we were 
spending $100 per day and generating more than that so we’re 
good and in positive ROI! 
Now it’s Monday the 11th of February 2019. Moving on, what I will 
do is manually upload conversions to ZP because I did two 
mistakes: 

1. I didn’t specify the creative ID in my tracking profile so I 
don’t know which creatives did the most conversions 
 
2) I didn’t place the S2S postback properly so the 
conversions don’t appear in ZP for me to grab the 
creative ID that way. 

So first, I uploaded the conversions (CID’s) manually to ZP. 
Here’s a step by step quick guide on how to do that. 
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Then after that, I want to look at which creatives did the best. 

 

The strategy here is to take what works, and come up with 
variants and similar looking creatives based on this information. 

 

To do that, we are going to make a brand new campaign on 
ZeroPark (you don’t want to touch your existing campaign, and 
screw things up) – we are going to upload our new variants and 
keep everything the same when it comes to targeting, etc. 

We are also going to take our winning landing page, and try some 
variants of it. Different background, check the words on the lander 
with an editor. Maybe come up with different copy for the landing 
page. 
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Step #5 – Analyzing the Data & Creating the Winners to Profit 

After Running About $1000 in spend, I was able to get enough 
statistically significant data to find my top sources that did best in 
the specific geo and gave me enough ROI so that the daily 
fluctuations were not a problem (since not every day is a same 
this is very important for success) 

 

I then went ahead, and created one campaign for each source 
separately. This allowed me full control so that I can test 
variations of my creatives based on my top 3-4 best performing 
creatives from my ‘data collection’ initial campaign. 

 

I started each campaign with a daily budget of $100 and had 20 
campaigns, so that’s $2000 per day budget overall. I let it each 
spend $20 before deciding to kill it or leave it. 

 

My strategy was, if it was near break even or worse, I killed it. If it 
was break even or in profit I left it running. 

Important to note, how weird push works – when it was part of a 
big campaign, a source worked great but when I moved it out into 
its own campaign it didn’t work. That’s why its important to be 
vigilant and monitor your data, can’t just set it up and let it print 
money like a money machine. 
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After about a day, I had true winners that were performing well on 
their own. Now it was time to stop shitty ads under the creatives 
tab, and let the best 3-4 run. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: The way push works is that your creatives 
burn out in 2-3 days, so what you need to do is come back and 
always upload new creatives every 2-3 days to the campaign. My 
strategy is always to make creatives that are similar to my winning 
creatives, just with slight variations in the text wording, or in the 
picture (think of flipping horizontally, adding different borders, 
finding similar photos) 
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Step #6 – Scaling, Scaling, Scaling 

ZeroPark traffic quality is amazing, I didn’t expect to find winners 
that can scale to six figures but we did in the world of high payout 
sweeps offers. I am not going to give you my LIVE winners 

 

(no one does that, not even if you pay $15,000 for a course LOL ). 

 

What I will teach you though is what to do when you find 
crazy winners. 

Step 1) Talk to your rep at Gotzha and ask them what other geos 
the offer you are running is available in. 

 

Step 2) Take these offers, and start them off on the winning 
placements BUT (here’s the secret most won’t tell you) also make 
a totally different campaign, exclude the winning sources on here 
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and let it collect more data so you find more winning sources in 
that country the offer is in. 

 

Step 3) Increase the budget on your campaigns slowly and 
monitor. The last thing you want is to take your winner that’s 
making you 100% ROI, up the budget 10x (sorry Grant Cardone 
BS doesn’t work here) and then go out and celebrate with bottle 
service at the club — only to return to learn that your $10,000 
budget was spent, and you only made back $2000. It happens. 

 

Remember, always to be vigilant and monitor your campaigns 
closely!! Real life affiliate marketing is not like what the fake gurus 
tell you that you set it up, and you live it up. NO NO, you have to 
monitor your stats, make adjustments, baby sit everything as you 
never know when shit can go wrong. Hope you appreciate the 
honesty. 

 

In Conclusion 

PUSH on Zeropark is insanely great quality, one of the best things 
I liked about ZP is how awesome their support staff are. They 
approve things really fast when you talk to your rep, and they are 
there to offer insights and help you with ideas on how much to bid 
to get top traffic volume. 
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I never expected this to scale to $XXX,XXX in profit but it’s very 
well on its way. We ran High Payout Sweeps offers from Gotzha, 
which ones specifically I will not share because I want to ride this 
out and buy another scooter. 

 

If you want to give this a go, follow the advice – if you do your 
own thang then it won’t be how we do it. You must follow a 
system down to the T to make it work. You are welcome to do 
your own shit, but then things might work differently. Lots of 
variables at play. 

I strongly advise taking action NOW, as the days of PUSH are 
numbered. PUSH is an un-moderated, policy-free way of 
advertising where almost anything goes right now. It’s a matter of 
time before it gets banned as all it takes is 1 chrome update to 
end it all since most people use Chrome to browse the internet. 

Hope you enjoyed my guide, and make tons of money and buy a 
lambo and take me for a ride 🙂 
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All the best as always 

 

BONUS: How To Make Sure You 
Don’t Lose Thousands Of 
Dollars Due To This (1) Common 
Problem. 
A few years ago I remember loosing over $4000 dollars because 
of this stupid problem that many, many affiliate marketers have 
experienced. I am referring to when your server crashes right in 
the middle of the night when you are sleeping. 

There’s a few solutions – but if you prefer to host your own 
servers then the best solution is setting up monitoring to monitor 
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your sites to make sure you are alerted by any means necessary 
or your team members know in case it crashes. 

Alternatively, you may host the landers on a CDN like Rackspace 
to minimize this. 

This FREE step by step guide is intended for educational 
purposes only and teaches how to run CPA offers on PUSH traffic 
sources from start to finish. This concept and system can be 
applied to any traffic source or paid media campaign. 

 

GO GET DAT LAMBO! YOU DESERVE I! 
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How To Find POPS & PUSH 
Landing Pages Using Adplexity 
 

 
In this guide I’m going to show you how to find landing pages with 
the new Adplexity Push. 

 

• With Adplexity Push you can uncover successful mobile and 
desktop push campaigns running in over 82 Countries. 

• Access real time data from most popular push-networks ( MGID, 
Datspush, Evadav, AdsTerra & more) 

• Find Affiliate ads from 100 CPA networks with a single click. 
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• Every landing page with page dependencies (images, css, 
javascript, ..) can be downloaded in a .zip straight off our user 
interface – no more ripping needed! 

• ULTRA fast search (by keyword, advertiser, publisher, affiliate 
network) & much more 

 

And the best thing is that now it’s available to sign up for 
COMPLETELY FREE! Until the Adplexity Push is in Beta, so don’t 
miss the opportunity. 

After you have signed up, the interface looks like this: 

 

You can see a ton of ads straight away, and there are some 
powerful filters we are going to use in the left side and above, to 
make sure we get the best results possible. 
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So the first thing I recommend is to choose ’’newest’’ in the top 
right corner: 

 

 

We have 3 options here: Newest, Running longest and Received 
most traffic. We are going to select Newest to make sure we see 
the most recent trending ads. 

Then we go for ’’Filter’’ on the left sidebar where we are going to 
select the date range for the last 30 days. 
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Right above the date range filter we can select the amount of 
days running which is for how long the ads have been running. 
For that we are going to set 10 days. 
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So now we are only gonna see ads that’s been running in the last 
30 days for at least 10 days. 

We chose 10 days because if they keep running an ad for a 
minimum of 10 days, it probably means hat the ad is profitable. 

Another thing I would recommend is to scroll down to the Tracking 
Tool” section and select all the tracking tools.  

Because if you do that Adplexity will only show you ads that have 
tracking information between the creative the landing page and 
the offer. These are different tracking solutions affiliates are using 
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so if you select these options it’s more likely that the results are 
going to be affiliate offers. 

 

After you set up these things, what we’re looking for are high hits. 

For now let’s take a look at this example: 
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This is a dating offer and what we want to look here is the geo, 
where it’s been running the most, the device types and how long 
it’s been running: 
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We also can see some stats here like the Ad trend, Week trend 
and the device type: 

 

We can also see the Top 10 publishers by duration or volume and 
the Traffic source by duration and volume: 
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But most importantly we want to check out the landing page, and 
we can do it by clicking on the “Show more” button in the landing 
pages section: 
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Here we can see the landing page details. If we click on the 
image, we can see the landing page: 
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And by clicking on the link at the bottom will take us to the offer: 

 

If you want this landing page for yourself you can just simply 
download it by clicking on the “Download this landing page” 
button: 
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Then you can edit the landing page in Notepad or some kind of 
HTML editor to put your own link in there and things like that. 

If you are downloading and copying landing pages, I have a tip for 
you to bear in mind! 

Some landing pages have backdoors in there, which means that 
they will steal the traffic so if you copy the landing page a 
percentage of your traffic will be going through to that particular 
affiliate’s offer rather than yours. So I would strongly recommend 
checking that JavaScript and HTML carefully. 

You can also spy on other ads that the advertiser is running 
simply by clicking on the “More ads by this advertiser” button: 
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Here you can see all the creatives that this advertiser uses: 

 

You can do the same thing here with the filters like the last 30 
days date range and the 10 Days running etc. 

As you can see this advertiser runs dating offers mostly. You can 
go through and see his landing pages and maybe do some split 
tests and try different offers in there. 

You can also search ads by keywords. Let’s try to put some 
weight loss keywords in there like “fat” for example and let’s see 
what we got. 

For this, we’re going to select “in AD info” instead of “Landing 
page” because we want to search keywords in the headline of the 
creatives: 
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As you can see there is a ton of weight loss ads you can spy on, 
check their landing pages and creatives to get some ideas, or 
download some really good ones and test them. 

Another powerful tool you can use in Adplexity is the Advertiser 
filter.  

With this tool you can spy on your competitors. If you know their 
domains, you can simply enter it there or if you know their affiliate 
codes you can put that in as well, and then in the drop down 
menu at the search box you can search in their redirect chain or 
in their outgoing landing page, so you should definitely check that 
out: 
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So guys that’s pretty much it, the  Adplexity Push. is really 
awesome, you can get a ton of data and inspiration with it, and 
don’t forget that it is completely free to join, so take advantage of 
this especially while it’s free! 
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The Sure Fire Way To Running 
$1 Sweeps That Pay $30+ CPA 
On Zeropark POPS Traffic 
 
 

Hey guys, everyone says pops are dead, but the guys at 
ZeroPark told me they aren’t and that there’s volume and gave 
me a test budget to prove this to me.  

Register now and get your 5% bonus >>> 
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What I decided to do is document everything step by step and 
share it with you, so if you are looking to branch out, or try 
something new (or old) then you can follow along and execute 
your own variant. 

This guide was published over a month ago on iAmAffiliate 
premium forum, where we talk about exclusive stuff that works 
right now behind closed doors. 

This is the actual LIVE guide / case study follow along, so it has a 
flow to it that was posted days apart. Since it’s a month after I ran 
this, I am updating it with new comments to tie it all together. You 
should really become a member so you can follow in real time 
how I do these and copy what I do, so we can share results and 
find the way to profits. I keep it real, most shit online fails, affilaite 
marketing is super hard; trick to making it work is all about how 
you solve problems to get to positive ROI. There’s no push button 
stuff, but hard work pays off!! 
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When I ran this original case study, I tested 3 different strategies 
with $1000 starting budget. The strategies were: 

Strategy #1 – Spy and see what type of ads/offers come up the 
most, find their landers, and test these with my own variants in the 
mix. 

Strategy #2 – Find low-barrier-to-conversion offers aka SOI or 
FREE app or phone number / pin submit type offers by asking 
around.  

Strategy #3 – Use a smartlink, and see what sticks.  

As usual, I started my campaign by spying to see what’s really 
going on, for this i used my trusty AdPlexity spy tool, there’s 
nothing better but it’s hella expensive, especially if you are new to 
the game. Good thing you can get a killer discount right here! 

Strategy #1 – I fired up AdPlexity Mobile and then searched 
by country 
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Sorting by Newest: 

 
 

Sorting by Running Longest: 
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Sorting by Received Most Traffic: 

 
 

My observations:  

-The ad with the B icon seems to be spending the most money for 
the longest; it’s an app that’s spending brand money. Not for us. 

 

-Moving on… this other ad that looks like a youtube skip screen is 
running the 2nd longest, it goes to a lander the loops through opt 
in sequence for various PUSH databases, so it could be a push 
network building their own source list.. again not for us…  

-Running Longest shows mostly brands doing brand campaigns 
and/or push sources building their database to resell. This is not 
for us. 
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-Moving on, I look at received the most traffic. 

 

Our first potential aff offer. It’s this one: 
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As I scroll down I continue seeing the sweeps over and over 
again. Based on what i’ve seen, in the received the most traffic 
results SWEEPS, followed by A/V is doing best. I write this down 
below for my notes..  

Now I switch on the top to NEWEST 
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Again, I see the sweeps that I saw previously. Great news, I also 
see an LP for VPN. This could be cool, I know from past 
experience running a/v apps.  

 

Results from spying:  

Niches I saw: 

SWEEPS 

A/V  

VPN 

I bookmarked 14 landing pages I will download in ONE CLICK 
and then have Banners&Landers look over it and clean it properly 
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from malicious hidden obfuscated code that steals clicks or does 
other nasty shit. 

 

What I am going to do is follow these 14 that I bookmarked and 
see where the offers end up at.. then I’ll see if I can find the CPA 
network by looking in the terms + conditions of the offer for 
contact info, googling around, or checking offervault and/or asking 
my network on Facebook if anyone knows who has these offers.  

This ends the strategy #1 spying session. 

Strategy #2 – Find low-barrier-to-conversion offers aka SOI or 
FREE app or phone number / pin submit type offers by asking 
around.  

I asked around and was able to get a lot of sweeps to win 
Samsung and iPhone, and bunch of other interested VOD style 
offers. Didn’t tabulate them all into a table yet, as I don’t want to 
go this route first. 

 

NOTE 7/16/2019 — this was actually our golden ticket to success. 
The $1 sweeps giving away iPhone X and Samsung Galaxy S10’s 
for a buck. But more on this later. 
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Strategy #3 – Use a smartlink, and see what sticks.  

As I said I will go with YTZ, CD Smart Link and Ad Network Smart 
Link. 

Step #1)  

I am going to login to ClickDealer and get my smartlink. 

To do this, we login, then on the left menu, we select get my 
smart link 

and here it is 
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We take the link and add to RedTrack as a new offer (login to RT, 
then click Offers on top menu, and click Add New Offer button) 

 

 

Step #2) 

Next I am going to Login to YTZ, and get the smart link from there 
as well. 
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First, I select view all campaigns under the top campaigns

 

Then, I select the geo that we’re running to list offers that are 
available in my geo which is CHILE 

We will see a shit ton of offers, now we want to use what we 
learned from spying, that SWEEPS & VOD seems to be very 
popular in CHILE.  

So what I am going to do is PICK 3 smart links, one for iphone, 
one for samsung, and one for VOD. As I’ve seen all of these while 
spying showing up many times, which gives me the idea that they 
are working. 
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We have to add every single smart LINK url into RedTrack one by 
one as a new offer.. 

After they are added, you should see them in redtrack like so 
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Step #3) We are going to login to our ad network to grab their 
smart link 

We login to ZeroPark as advertisers, and then click on Smart 
Links on the left menu, and select create smart link 

 
Sadly this ad network we’re using doesn’t let you append a subID 
to track clickID coming from the tracker, so I decided I am not 
going to use this ad network’s smart links.  

To recap, 

we got the smart links from ClickDealer and from YTZ. 

We are going to now setup the campaigns in RedTrack, to create 
a campaign URL for each. 

And then when we have the campaign links, then we will go into 
ZeroPark and start setting up the campaigns. 

We are going to create 4 separate campaigns on ZeroPark with 
$100 total budget each in CHILE, targeting MOBILE only and 
carrier traffic only (NO WIFI) 
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ClickDealer campaign in RedTrack 

 

All 4 campaigns done, saved the campaign URLs in notepad 

 

Next we hop onto ZP and setup the campaigns one by one.. 

1. Login to ZeroPark 

2. Click on NEW CAMPAIGN on top menu bar 

3. Select Premium PPV 

4. Select Target/Source  
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TIP: Talk to your rep at ZeroPark, ask them to give you the best 
converting sources for your niche/geo. This is to not waste 
money. 

 

 

5. Fill in the campaign details, RedTrack url, etc  
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next we set the custom sources by pasting them in  

 
after done, we should have 4 campaigns on ZP, with matching 4 
campaigns on RedTrack, and then we wait and let it acquire data. 

What we are doing is seeing what converts, so we pick the path of 
direction we will go with the other methods we’ve discussed 
earlier. 
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June 19th UPDATE: 

1. YTZ rendered no conversions.  

2. ClickDealer smart link renderened no conversions.  

We didnt’ spend that much only around $20 on each. We will let 
the campaigns on ZeroPark spend up to $100 each before we 
conclude. 

Today, my media buyer is setting up the same smart link 
campaigns in South Africa. The only change we made is the 
SOURCES for these POPS campaigns. Guys at ZeroPark gave 
me the best carrier traffic sources for South Africa, so we’re just 
updating that. 

Reason why we’re launching in ZA is because I heard it’s a good 
geo from many networks, and theres a lot of activity there for 
sweeps/surveys/dating/lead gen.  

Part of the game of running POPs is testing a lot to find good 
geos. 
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June 21st UPDATE on the SMART LINK METHOD 

-We’ve spent $300 total on 2 geos. 

-We’ve done most revenue on ClickDealer’s smart link, $4 
revenue ( LAMBO TIME! ) sadly, I discovered after the fact, unlike 
TopOffers they don’t let you see which offers in the smart link 
combination resulted in the revenue. Major bummer, useless.  

-YTZ Got 250,000 imps but ZERO conversions – they suck 

-TopOffers made $1 revenue, and it showed us which offer 
converted, sadly not significant. 

Either way, we’ve abandoned the smart link approach. It didn’t 
pan out as I expected it to be. Which was that it’d show us which 
offer/vertical converts, and then we could ask our rep for the best 
ones and go with our own landers.  

Now we’re trying the spying approach. As I’ve spied in the past 
with AdPlexity, I went back to spy some more, and located the 
best sweeps offers. My rep told me at CPA Network that they are 
capping out on these offers and allocated a lil cap so we can test 
it. I also heard the same from other rep at another network – that 
means this is a proven offer. 

We’ve spied, and got some LPs from AdPlexity then sent em over 
to bannerslanders on skype (from B&L) to get them cleaned, and 
edited so they have our RedTrack click URLs, and no malicious 
shady code to jack our traffic. 
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We’re setting these up using the top sources list ZeroPark 
provided to us with the most carrier traffic. Will offer updates as 
we progress along…  

June 23rd UPDATE! 

After failing with the smart links, we’re seeing some progress on 
POPs.  

 

Using authority is the key, making your pre-landers look and feel 
like they are official. I saw this while spying, and it works.  What I 
mean by this is, let’s say you are running on MARS (won’t use 
real countries), there is WATER, SAND, and SUN as the main 
phone carriers. When you pop on a user that’s on WATER carrier, 
your lander is localized to make it look like WATER carrier’s 
official message just hit them. This method allowed us to get to 
near break even on our top placements. 

Now we’re collecting data, running on carrier traffic only. Top 
placements from ZeroPark (they are going to share their weekly 
top placements on iAmAffiliate Premium Forum in the Zeropark 
section.) 
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June 24th Update – a member suggested that we clean the 
traffic for bots, we implemented a new system that checks for 
hidden links and crazy CTR that’s not normal and was able to 
clean the traffic this way. It’s enough to seriously spend the 
minimum you can per zoneID to measure if its real or bot traffic. 
Sadly with pops there’s a huge % of fake traffic there, so by 
filtering for bots we were able to ditch the placements that were 
pulling us down and get into positive ROI. 

July 16,2019 – This campaign is still running, sadly we don’t have 
huge cap so i can’t scale it to the moon and back. Cap sucks 
these days for good offers 🙁 

 

TIP: If you talk to the best sweeps networks and direct 
advertisers, ask them which geos are capping out – those are the 
money ones 😉 The biggest headache with pops is this cap issue 
for sure.. if it wasn’t there you could realistically do $500 / day 
profit with this one campaign I am running in the land of 
croissants. 🙂 

 

I am starting work on a new case study which tests whether rip 
and run using spy tools still works today. We are going to take the 
best sources/zone IDs, the best landing pages, and test and see 
what happens. Follow me inside iAmAffiliate as I go through the 
long process of running that campaign at ZeroPark! 
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This case study was made possible by the cool folks at ZeroPark, 
who gave me a test budget to prove that YES, pops are still well 
and alive and cheap! ZeroPark pops is a great place for newbies 
to learn how to run campaigns as the prices are cheap and data 
comes in FAST! Get 5% extra top-up bonus when you load up 
your Zeropark account right here, it works for new and old 
accounts. 

 

EDUCATIONAL DISCLAIMER 

Users of this site are fully responsible for any consequences 
resulting from their actions and what they learn on this site. The 
information on this site is provided for educational or information 
purposes only; it is not intended to be a substitute for professional 
advice, tip or otherwise. iAmAttila does not guarantee the 
success, quality, accuracy, completeness or timelines of the 
information on the Site. 
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How To Create An Account On 
AdPlexity 
 
 

1.   Firstly, you need to open the AdPlexity website on your 
browser. Just open a browser to your computer or cellphone then 
go to : www.adplexity.com 
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You will be redirected to their homepage and you will need to 
choose your membership type. (In my example, I chose Desktop 
intelligence subscription $199.00 for each month. ) 

 

2.   After you chose your membership type, you can scroll down 
and you will see a yellow box stating “Login or Create an 
Account.” Since we don’t have an account yet, here is the next 
step you need to do. 
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3.   Click the yellow box, and you will see in the webpage 2 empty 
boxes with username/email and password. We will be creating an 
account here so choose the one below saying: “Sign up now!” 

 
4.   You need to choose the payment type, make sure you’ll never 
forget as the software will not push through if you did not choose 
any. (In my example, I will choose bitcoins.) 
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5.   Now, time to fill up those spaces with your email address, 
Skype ID. You also need to choose a username (make sure you 
have 6 characters minimum to continue.) And also, don’t forget 
the password and don’t share it to others and confirm or re-type 
your password. 

 

6.   If you have any promo code from a friend or relatives, you can 
type it here or if not, just leave it blank. This is just optional. 

 

7.   Don’t forget to read the terms and conditions here, and after 
that tick the small box and click “Next”. You will be redirected to 
the next page. 
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8.   Since I chose Bitcoin with my tutorial, for you to complete the 
payment is to choose one of the following currency options. And 
after that, you will be prompt to the next page that you need to 
scan a QR code to verify the payment method or currency you 
have chosen.  But if you choose PayPal, you can choose whether 
to subscribe via credit card or you will need to log in your PayPal 
account to confirm the payment option. 
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9.   After all the successful verifications for the payments, you will 
then receive an email stating that you have successfully 
registered to AdPlexity and you can now monitor your ads. 
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How To Optimize $2955.70 
Worth Of Data In RedTrack 
 

Been running a campaign at $250 per day for the past 2 weeks or 
so promoting a lead gen offer over at Media500. 

Spent exactly $2955.70 

And generated $4200.00 in revenue 

Total profit is $1244.29, which is round 42% ROI. 

Until now, we didn’t really do much just killed the shittiest 7 ads 
out of 10 we launched and uploaded similar ads to the 3 best 
performers and just let it do its thing on it’s own. 

About a week ago, we decided to throw in 3 different new landers 
to see how we do. 
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But that’s it, nothing else was touched. Here are the stats 

 
As you can see, we’ve received 21257 clicks, and 1879 clicks on 
our LP’s to offer… so now we had enough ‘data’ to optimize.. 

So what did we do to optimize this campaign? 

1. Looking at creatives. I looked to see where most of our leads 
came from and picked the top 3
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4092327, 4082009, 4082032 and paused the rest 
1. We looked at the placements, and learned that one 

spent over $157 and made 0 leads. This was a big 
drain. We also was able to establish a ground rule 
based on our data. It seemed all the good placements 
that brought in 80% of the leads, had an LP CTR of 8% 
or more. 

So our rule was this, 

IF Placement spent more than $2 – and LP CTR is BELOW 7% 
== exclude 

We exported the list of placements from RedTrack, and opened it 
in OpenOffice CALC. Inside openofficeCALC, on the top menu, 
we selected DATA > FILTER > STANDARD FILTER 

then we entered in the stuff like this 
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Now we had a big list of placements to blacklist… 

3. Next, I checked out my 4 landers, and learned one of them did 
horrible and produced 0 leads, so we killed that one. 

4. After that I dove in deep, and learned the CHROME 
BROWSER, and Android versions 7 & 8 did best – and 
surpisingly all FTDs’ came from WIFI and ZERO from carrier, 
carrier traffic cost me around $600 and barely any leads / 0 ftds. 

That’s basically it, we did the optimization and already our cost 
per lead went down thanks to this. 

So there you have it. Looking at the RedTrack data resulted in a 
strategy, that was implemented which helped lower the cost per 
lead. 
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How We Made $51,167.60 For A 
Client On $7,240.42 Ad Spend 
(707% ROAS!)  
Ever wonder how big Black Friday can be for a newly established 
brand? Here is a an awesome case study that was published by 
Tomasz Babiec, a Facebook marketing expert specializing in 
ecommerce. There are many people struggling to get sales for 
new brands, but this case study shows that with a great product, 
good website and the right approach, you can sell a shitload of it 
on Black Friday by giving an amazing deal that’s better than all 
the deals throughout the year. He talks about strategy, he talks 
about targeting, and he talks about optimization and what I love 
the most, what he would’ve done different.  Thanks Tomasz for 
letting me share this with all my readers!! 
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⬛ 💲Black Friday Case Study: 
How We Made $51,167.60 For A 
Client On $7,240.42 Ad Spend 
(707% ROAS!)💲⬛  
Hey everyone, hope you guys crushed Black Friday! I’m writing 
this post to share a case study around this year’s Black Friday 
campaign we did for a client. This is raw and fresh information 
that you can use in your own campaigns! 

Quick background story: 

▪ This campaign was for a premium brand that is not available 
anywhere else other than on the client’s website, so it may not 
work for affiliate offers. 

▪ A normal day of sales on this store is about $5k on average, 
sometimes reaching highs of $15k and lows of $3k. 

▪ 95.7% of the ad spend ($6,930.35) was spent on Facebook, the 
rest was Google Ads spent across brand keywords and several 
niche ones. 

💊💊 The recipe: 

▪ You really need to have a great product to confidently push it. If 
your product is average, you risk getting negative feedback on 
your ads (measured in comments and in the results of surveys 
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Facebook sends to people) and dealing with 
refunds/chargebacks. 

▪ Prior to big events like this, you NEED to upload and publish 
your campaigns in advance (that means setting up campaigns, 
targeting them, giving them initial budgets, and scheduling them). 
Many people here have posted about this and it is absolutely 
crucial. 

▪ Your offer should ideally be something that is not normally 
available for people during the year. A great offer was what made 
this campaign. If you give 30% discounts all year round, doing 
that again on Black Friday may work better than on other 
occasions, but most probably you aren’t going to make you a 
killing. We did a buy 1 get 1 free offer to drive up AOV and don’t 
kill margins too much. 

▪ As others have suggested (shoutout to  Nick Shackelford!), you 
need to drive traffic to your site several weeks before the offer 
goes live to warm people up so you can later retarget them with 
your offer. Your short-term ROAS will decline, but it will pay off. 
We didn’t say anything about the offer until 12:00am Black Friday, 
so people weren’t sure if we were going to do it. 

Needless to say, on days like this, you don’t go anywhere without 
your laptop, 100% battery, and good internet! 

💊💊 The setup: 

🎯 Targeting: 
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❄  Cold audiences: 3-10% LLAs (mostly 6% and 8%, apart from 
that I had 1×3% and 2×10%) of audiences that were historically 
performing very well, that is: 30 days FB engagement, customer 
LTV lists, Facebook’s new “value-based audience using pixel 
data”, 4% top pageviewers (shoutout to Tyler Garner who posted 
a video with this a while ago. You create this audience through FB 
analytics by checking how many times the top 4% purchasers 
trigger the PV event). 

💰 I had 6 cold ad sets total, each with initial budget at $1000 and 
autobid. I later switched to manual, more info below. I admit I was 
a little too scared to go straight for Tim’s recommended shotgun 
and surfing setup and do $16k/day 😃 

♻  Retargeting: 

Literally anything you can retarget. This is where you make 
money from the traffic you were driving in the past few weeks. 
Target FB engagement, insta engagement, VCs, ATCs, past 
customers, newsletters, all kinds of website events, 75% VVs, 
literally anything that is relatively recent or that worked in the past 
(for example I wouldn’t target FB engagement that’s 180 days old, 
IMO that’s a little too broad for something like clicking your post). 
Depending on the size of your audiences, it may be better to put 
them together in one ad set, I had 2 ad sets. 

💰 Budgets: $400/ad set for the start. 

🛠 DPAs 
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VC/ATC: past 3 days, past 7 days, past 14 days (this one did bad 
compared to the other DPA ad sets), past 30 days, and cross 
selling to people who bought in the past 60 days. 

💰 Budgets: $200 per ad set for the start. 

🤖 Rules (Revealbot) – scheduled every 15 minutes. Target CPA 
was $130. I attached a screenshot of the rules I was running on 
the cold campaign, I also had rules I was running on retargeting 
and DPAs. 

📧 We had a BF email that went out early in the morning on Black 
Friday. 

💊💊 Campaign execution: 

I checked stats every 1-2h, I didn’t want to do it too often because 
for me personally it does more bad than good. Patience is a 
virtue! 

I really wanted to test Tim’s shotgun and surfing for the first time 
and my aim was to start bumping budgets as fast as possible, as 
soon as I started seeing initial proof that things were working. As I 
said earlier, I was scared to do a $16k per day setup, but 
conversions started flying in so quickly that I didn’t even wait for 
my reveal rules to kick in to increase budgets. I knew this was 
black Friday so the odds were kinda in my favor, so as soon as ad 
sets got 3 purchases, I doubled their budgets. 

It quickly turned out that Facebook wasn’t spending quickly 
enough, so I went from auto bidding on all campaigns to manual. 
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For cold ads, I first started with a bid cap of 3xCPA goal ($390), 
for retargeting I went for $450, and dynamic something like $600. 

After letting that run for 1-2 hours and seeing the hourly 
breakdown of spend, I decided to give the best cold ad sets 
$10k/day budget and bump the other ones to $4-5k/day. I set 
DPA budgets at $1000 each and retargeting $2000 each. It still 
wasn’t spending quickly enough so I maxed out bids on dynamic 
ads and retargeting ($1000 USD bid cap) and set them to 
accelerated delivery. I did the same thing with cold ad sets, the 
best ones had accelerated delivery, $800 bid caps (not sure why I 
didn’t go for $1k) and $2-3k budgets. 

I admit this was a little crazy as some ad sets started spending 
$500 per hour so I had to decrease their budgets from the $10k I 
set a few hours ago. They ended up at 2-3x the spend they had 
when I set them. My logic was that the daily budget was acting as 
a stop loss. If a rule I had set up wouldn’t kill it quick enough, the 
daily budget would run out. I was increasing budgets on 
accelerated ad sets and carefully monitoring performance. Surf 
with the waves! 

My total daily budget at one point was probably $25-30k, though 
not all of that was accelerated. 

Sales were flying in like crazy all the time. First I wanted to crack 
$30k, then 40, 50, and 60. For a few final hours of the day I was 
watching the account very closely (anyone know that adrenaline 
rush when you set a lot of ad sets on accelerated delivery and 
crazy bid caps? 😀) and 30 minutes before midnight ad account 
time, it completely stopped spending. I panicked thinking it’s a 
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manual review that would shut us down for the rest of the BFCM 
weekend. 

I still don’t know why but it only started spending at 12:00am 
Saturday ad account timezone. All credit card charges were 
successful, there was plenty of budget left, all important ad sets 
were live at that moment, yet it stopped spending. I admit I was 
disappointed because I wanted to get closer to $60k, but my 
hands were tied. 

Conclusion: MAN, I exceeded my most ambitious expectations! 

Shotgun and surfing works MIRACLES if you do it right! It wasn’t 
ideal (too much manual work on my end), but it worked really 
really well. I highly recommend this to anyone for events like this, 
I’ll be looking forward to testing it on another occasion without a 
sale really soon! 

Now, some thoughts after analyzing everything. 

What I would have done differently looking at it now: 

💵 Higher budgets (definitely would start with $16k/day) 

💵 Manual bids all the way from the start 

💵 HIGHER BIDS! Bully them! 

💵 Spend more budget on retargeting and DPAS 

🎯 Broader targeting! 
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▶  I would use the “Black Friday Cyber Monday” angle from the 
beginning. Doing Black Friday only limited the offer too much. 

Set more automated rules! 

Thank you for making it this far! It means a lot for me that you 
read the whole post so thank you once again 🙏 

I hope you found it valuable. 
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The Easiest Way To Run 
Campaigns On ZeroPark – 
Here’s How To Do The “Rip N 
Run” Method To 10X Your 
Chances Of Making Money. 
 

If you are a new affiliate just starting out, you probably don’t have 
a lot of money to blow on testing campaigns and learning this 
interesting and super awesome world of affiliate marketing. 
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Maybe you are a BH guy sick of getting banned non-stop on 
Facebook and Google, and not being able to get any spend out of 
your accounts in 2019; so you want to try something new – 
something where you can focus on testing creatives and angles 
and optimizing, vs having to battle the accounts game. 

Well you are in luck because in this guide, I am going to show you 
how you can maximize your chances for success running 
uncloaked campaigns on ZeroPark, and harnessing the power of 
an affiliate favorite, aka the rip n run method with data from spy 
tools! 

The Goodies You Need To Do All This 

Without further a due lets get started… just to be clear, I assume 
you already got a ZeroPark account, after all we can’t do anything 
unless we have traffic… hope you have access to a RedTrack 
account (or Voluum or some other awesome affiliate tracker), as 
you do need to track the zones, creativeIDs, campaigns, and 
many more important variables… 

I also assume you know the basics.. if not sign up for an STM 
account here and learn em quick. 

 

I also hope you know how to rip n clean landing pages, or at least 
got bannerslanders on skype, so he can do it for you. 
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And last but not least, have an AdPlexity mobile account – which 
is my spy tool of choice for mobile, pops, and push. Get it here for 
30% cheaper! 

Seeing What Others Are Running on ZeroPark, and Which 
Ones are HOT (and therefore, profitable) 

AdPlexity is a great spy tool, it gives you the ability to see the 
campaigns by traffic source. Once you log in, you can go on the 
left menu and do this: 

 
I simply typed zer, and ZeroPark appeared. I clicked it, now all the 
landers that show up are all that run on ZP 
Here are the results, the newest campaigns running right now on 
ZP 
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We can sort by – Newest, Running Longest and Received the 
Most Traffic 

 
 
In this case study we are going to sort by Received the Most 
Traffic, for the period 07/02/2019 – 08/01/2019. My theory behind 
this is if a campaign received the most traffic, it must be making 
the affiliate money – else they wouldn’t be spending so much on 
traffic on ZeroPark right? 
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These are the results when we sort by received the most traffic. 
Those black boxes, and gray boxes they are asking the user to 
click ALLOW. Basically a lot of the biggest spenders are building 
their own database for PUSH so they can “spam” them later for 
free (or very little) – how to create your own push db available 
inside iAmAffiliate premium. Anyways… 
We want to pick the campaigns that are relevant to us, first one is 
a VPN, next one is an antivirus offer, 3rd one is sweeps one.  
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Here they are: 

 

The next step for us to do what affiliate marketers do best. RIP 
them, and then clean them up so they don’t have any malicious 
code that will steal the traffic we buy on ZeroPark. If you don’t 
know how to clean a landing page properly, or get stressed by the 
process – talk to bannerslanders  on skype and get it done by a 
pro. 

One of the biggest and most beneficial features inside AdPlexity 
is the ability to see the top zones by ID and domain on Zeropark. 
So when you rip n run, you don’t run RON which is RUN OF 
NETWORK and lose all your money on shitty placements. Instead 
you start with a whitelist and only run there – maximizing your 
chances for success. All you have to do is click on the Landers 
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we picked from above, and this is what you’ll see when you scroll 
down on the campaign page. 

 
so, this is what you gotta do… when you spy, pick 3-5 campaigns 
that you find interesting, next open them up, and on the campaign 
pages, write down the zoneIDs for all of them.. these will be the 
ones you’ll target.. 

once the landers come back from getting cleaned up, upload 
them to the ftp, then setup your campaign in RedTrack or Voluum 
and get the campaign URL… 

next, it’s time to set them all up in ZeroPark… Sign up for an 
account here if you haven’t yet! Use this link to get extra 5% 
BONUS on your deposit (applies to new and old customers alike) 
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Click new Campaign, then select Domain redirect traffic.

Select Keyword, because adplexity is telling us domains to target, 
and to do that we need to run a keyword specific campaign.
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Notice how in the campaign name, i write geo, vertical, offer, and i 
am making it specific for only 1 device type, in this case android 
phones only.

For the bid I am putting 0.01 because when I add keywords later, 
ill be able to bid specific to each keyword manually. My daily 
budget is $100 so we can get data fast, and campaign budget 
$500. I also select Mobile only because we are targeting only 
Androids in this campaign. (I will make a new campaign for every 
device, so they are separated, as they bring in different results)
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As you can see, Android traffic is selected. Freq cap is at 30 
minutes, if you put it on 24h it will kill most traffic. We aren’t day 
parting, although some offers like crypo offers from Media500 
need to be day parted as they rely on live call center to convert 
the leads you send. So remember to enable day parting feature in 
case you want to try Crypto offers on ZeroPark.

Make sure your tracker is configured to use dynamic tokens! You 
must track everything and ZeroPark offers a lot of dynamic token 
variables to track. RedTrack you can easily add ZeroPark as a 
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new traffic source with tokens pre-filled, the same goes for 
Voluum which natively integrates with ZeroPark. 

 

When you are all done press SAVE.
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Remember, how towards the beginning of this guide I showed you 
how I spied and got the best placements for proven offers that ran 
the longest / received most traffic inside AdPlexity? This is where 
you enter that data for the domains! 

 

My placements for sweeps in FR are these: 

hulkstream.com 
sharemania.us 
openloed.co 
skirowreloaded.com 
thepiratebay3.org 
watchmoviestream.me 
daminage.com 
eztvtorrent.net 
Sport-video.org.ua 
 

AdPlexity the spy tool for mobile pops, redirect has seen sweeps 
offer running for many, many days when visiting these domains. 
The logic is this, if they would suck and not convert, the affiliate 
that’s running sweeps in France would’ve killed and nulled them 
and not let them run for 20+ days. So we are just going to take 
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this data, and run with it by entering it as you see on the above 
screenshot. 
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And we are done. Now all we have to do is wait for campaigns to 
get approved which usually is pretty fast on ZP thank goodness. 

After we start getting traffic, we will have to keep an eye out on 
our tracker. 
It’s been two days since the campaigns gotten approved, and now 
it’s time to block the bot infested sources/targets thanks to the 
awesome feature inside RedTrack that shows you these stats. 

 

All you have to do is login to RedTrack, find your campaign, and 
click on Fraud Report on the middle menu 

 
On the fraud report screen, select the SUBID you want to filter. In 
my case it’s SOURCES. Then, click export as CSV. Now you 
want to sort by Datacenter, and Blacklist.. and find the bad 
placements. 
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As you can see, this placement is total crap, it sent 92 visits, 17 
were on a blacklist, and 45 came from data center IPs. That’s a 
bad sign it means that more than half is fake traffic. Luckily most 
of the traffic / sources on ZP passed the Fraud Filter checks with 
flying colors, and there’s not that much bot traffic on these 
placements. 
Using Data from Spy Tools is good, because they are usually the 
placements that work. That’s why this method works super 
awesome. One of the things ZeroPark does is upload new 
sources/targets every week to iAmAffiliate premium forum for 
all the popular verticals that work on PUSH/POPS/Redirect on 
ZP. You can grab them, run some clicks through them and 
monitor them in Fraud Filter inside Zeropark. Using this method, 
you save a ton of money because you get the best placements 
that actually work. 

There’s many great spy tools out there, you can also do advanced 
tricks like use a source code search engine online like 
https://publicwww.com/ to find ZeroPark footprints, then you can 
use a tool like SimilarWebPro to see what kind of affiliate offers 
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people run on these the most (which is a lot of work) or you can 
type in the domains one by one into spy tools and see what 
comes up. Again a lot of work, but going beyond what most lazy 
affiliates do is usually the way to yield great ROI. You can 
automate things too; or just hire a cheap VA from OnlineJobs.ph 
and give them the tasks to research stuff. 

This case study was about how to use spy tools to find 
placements that were proven to work on ZeroPark. Using proven 
landing pages, and offers on a traffic source is the quickest short 
cut to success. To get extra 5% bonus on ZP, use 
www.zeropark.com/attila – it works for new clients and old ones 
alike. 
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ZeroPark allows you to target by domain name as well. What you 
can do is create a list of domains you’d like to pop your offer on. 

 

Here’s an actual thing you can try  – in the target geo that you are 
running sweepstakes to win a samsung galaxy s10 you can make 
a list of every single online store that sells the galaxy S10. Then 
you can run a modified lander that you’ve found while spying that 
would be branded in the same name as the store you are 
targeting. You could say they are giving away an s10 for $1, and 
to take the quiz. Sure it’s a lot of work to make this for every 
single store, but hey, it could pay off if you are willing to do the 
work! Remember, do what and where most affiliates won’t go, and 
believe me most affiliates are lazy 😀 Exploit that to your 
advantage! 
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Tip #2 – You can use a site like Alexa to find the top 50 sites in a 
geo, and then just set to show your landers on those websites. 
This way you will be getting traffic from the most trafficked 
websites, instead of random ones. Alternatively, you can browse 
the niches on Alexa, and target groups of sites in different niche 
where you might think your target audience is. For example, if you 
run sports betting offer, then you could target just the top 10 
sports sites in the country with your offer and see your CR 
increase greatly. 

 

Tip #3 – When setting up campaigns – SEGMENT them. At the 
minimum, separate Android & iPhone into their own campaigns 
and if you decide to run Tablet and/or Desktop as well – separate 
those into their own campaigns as 
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FREE Step By Step Guide To 
Making Money On Zeropark 
Push Traffic With SOI Dating 
Offers 
 
 

Want to start making money with affiliate marketing? The 
following FREE tutorial explains step by step what goes into 
creating a paid push campaign and promoting SOI (single opt in) 
low payout offers in the dating niche from start to finish. Great 
read for newbies and advanced affiliates looking to pick up new 
skills. 
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To get started, you will need a minimum of $500 saved up, an 
account on ZeroPark traffic source, a RedTrack account, and SOI 
dating offers in at least 3-5 countries. 

 
 

This is What Is Covered in This Tutorial 

 

-How to Register An Account on a CPA Network & Pick The 
Offers To Promote 

-How to Register and Setup Your Red Tracker 

-How to Setup your Account at The Traffic Source For PUSH 
Traffic – ZeroPark 

-How to Spy And Find Out What Other Affiliate Marketers Are 
Running To Get Ideas What Your Ad Text and Landing Pages 
Should Look Like 

-How to Gather Your Creatives, Rip and Get them Ready to 
Use 

-How to Setup Your Campaign inside your Tracker including 
A/B Testing Prelanders and Offers for every geo you decide 
to run. 

-How to Grab the Campaign URL you will use on ZeroPark 
when setting up your push campaigns 
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-How to Setup the Campaigns and Ensure They Get 
Approved and Start Spending 

-What to do once you spent the first $xx per campaign, and 
how to read the data. 

-How to analyze and optimize the data and pick the winners 

-How to scale and increase your profits 

 

NOTE: If you need step by step help with this guide from me and 
my team, please join us inside the premium forum for only 
$49.95/month where we can help hold your hand and guide you 
through the journey!  Click here to join iAmAffiliate premium 
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A. Register The Necessary Accounts To Get Started 

In this entire process, there are 4 important accounts you would 
need to be registered in, and those are; 

1. CPA Network Account 

Choose which CPA Network you are going to use. 

Fill in the important details in this form and click NEXT STEP 
button; 
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Once you are on the next page, answer the questions by clicking 
in on the answers in the drop-down, and filling up the last form 
and click NEXT STEP button; 
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Then, fill in your Email, Password and Instant messenger account 
where you prefer to be in touch with your Affiliate Manager, then 
click Start Now button. 

 
Once you have your account registered and approved, hit up your 
Affiliate Manager (AM) and tell them your target niche and get the 
offer links from them. 

Tip: Since Non English Geos are the most ideal ones in running 
Push, ask your network for the top running Non English Geos and 
then pick up the Top 5 from there. 

 
Always ask your rep at your CPA network which subID to use 
to send the CLICKID on! 
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In our case it’s data2={clickid} so we need to add it to our offer 
link like this &data2={clickid} 

 
2. Traffic Source Account 

Next is pick the traffic source you want to run on. Since we are 
running for Push, then better go for the best traffic source for push 
which is ZeroPark. 

 

Fill in the fields with your Name, Email and Password then click 
on CONTINUE 
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Fill in your company details and then click CONTINUE 

 

Once you have filled in company details, next will be your contact 
details and click COMPLETE REGISTRATION 
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3. Tracking Software Account 

You would need a tracking software in order for you to track your 
data. So, we have chosen RedTrack. 

Fill in your details and click SIGN UP button, a confirmation e-mail 
will be sent to you to be able to activate your account. 
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4. Spying Tool Account 

If you have enough budget to get a spying tool, I advice for you to 
get one since this will definitely help you to be able to spy on top 
landing pages, creatives and angles that you will use for your 
campaigns. 

The spying tool we are using is Adplexity since this is the most 
suitable spying tool for Push notifications. 

Fill in your details in the account registration form and click the 
NEXT button. 
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B. Spy for Landing Pages, Angles and Creatives 

You gotta see what kind of landing pages others are using to 
promote the offer (or similar offers) 

Filter the dates by selecting Last 30 days option. 
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Then type in your targeted geo. Since most of the time, you are 
targeting different geos, you have to spy on country by country. 

Let’s have TH for example; 

 

On the top right corner, click on the drop down, choose Received 
most traffic 
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Then browse through and click on the results related to your offer, 
and check for potential landing page that is good to use for your 
offer. 
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As for the Ad Angles, copy potential angles that you see and 
make different variations of it and save it on the side so you can 
easily copy them later on. 

And save the creatives that you have found as well. 
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C. Rip & Clean the Landing Pages 

Rip the landing pages that you have spied and clean them or 
make variations if needed, then upload them to your web server. 
If you are not good at programming/coding then I highly 
recommend you contact Banners & Landers, they can rip & clean 
a lander for you starting at $40 per. They are always available on 
skype: bannerslanders 

Tip: Prepare at least 2 Landing Pages each Geo, so you would 
be able to split test them. 
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D. Setup the Campaigns in your Tracking Software 
(RedTrack) 

First of, you have to add the Landers, Affiliate Networks and 
Traffic Sources, and Offers in RedTrack. Here is the Complete 
Guide to Using RedTrack, where you can see the step by step of 
those being mentioned. 

Once that part has been done, now is time to setup your 
campaigns: 

1. Type in Campaign Name. You can input ( Geo – Niche 
– Traffic Source) 

2. Choose the traffic source from the dropdown 
3. Choose the domain from the Domain dropdown 
4. Choose Single Landing option and find the landers in 

the dropdown. 
5. Choose the Offer in the dropdown of Offer section. 
6. Click SAVE & CLOSE 
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E. Setup up the S2S Postback from your tracking software to 
your CPA Network. 

In RedTrack, go to Networks, then click on the CPA network 
you’re using. Copy the Postback URL from there: 
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Click S2S Postback Setup, then paste the postback URL there: 
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F. Setup the campaigns on the traffic source (ZeroPark) 

Choose the traffic type you are going to run. 

 
Then click on your planned Campaign targeting option 

 
Fill in the Campaign name & Choose your target country. 

Tip: Create separate campaigns for each country. This will help 
you scale your data later on. 
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Since this is still not your winning campaign, it would be advisable 
for you to have a specific budget for each campaign, rather than 
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going on unlimited. So, type in the amount of your budget per day, 
and your campaign budget. 

For the traffic filters, always create separate campaigns for 
Desktop and Mobile, as this is all part of your split testing. 

 
Now is adding in your creatives and angles. Remember the part 
when you spied on creatives and created different variations of 
your ad angles? You can now pull out those notes you saved on 
the side and use them for your ads. 
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Copy the Offer URL from your Tracking tool (RedTrack) and 
paste in the Destination URL. 

And choose from the dropdown the vertical you are running and 
choose Yes on the next dropdown, since you are using a Landing 
page. 

And click SAVE button. 
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G. Wait for approval of the Campaigns 

Now that you have created and published all the campaigns, 
separated by country and by traffic device as well, it’s time for 
wait until your campaigns get approved and if anything gets 
disapproved fix them, re-submit and adjust until they get 
approved. 
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H. Monitor Your Campaigns 

After all your campaigns have been approved, monitor your 
campaigns to make sure traffic is flowing from your paid ads to 
the landing pages in your tracker, and ultimately to the offer (if the 
clicks show up in the CPA Network). 

 

I. Run the campaigns and collect significant data 

 

After your campaigns are live and running, always check and 
make sure that the dynamic variables are filled in on RedTrack. 

So go to your RedTrack Campaign and click on the Report icon: 
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And then go to Subs and make sure that you get the data from 
the traffic source through the dynamic variables, like Target IDs 
for example: 

 

If everything is good you should see the IDs here: 
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This is very important because without this we’re not going to be 
able to optimize correctly. 

J. Optimize by killing bad performing creatives, and 
uploading similar ones to your best performers. 

The first thing you need to do when you start optimizing is to 
check your creatives, which one of them performed the best. You 
can do this in RedTrack, or if you set up the postback correctly 
you can also go to ZeroPark, click on your campaign 
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And you can see the stats of your creatives here: 

 
If you have enough data, get rid off the bad performing creatives 
and only let the best ones run. 

After that find very similar images to your best performing ones, 
and upload them as new creatives. 

K. Scale by copying your best creative ads to other countries 
(geos) and by launching the exact same ads/landers aka 
campaign on other traffic sources. 

If you found your winning ads/campaigns, you should copy your 
best performing ads and test them in other geos as well. 

Also in order to scale launch the same ‘’winning’’ campaign with 
the same creatives and landing pages on different traffic sources. 
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Phase #2 – Time To Look At Our 
Data, Take The Potential 
Candidates, Turn Them Into 
Profitable And Scale! 
So, we spent $1000 to acquire data for our dating PUSH 
campaigns in various different geos, we tested 2 landers from 
each country, and we tested different devices. 

Here is a screenshot from ZeroPark campaigns after we spent 
$1000. 

 
Now we see that we have 4 geos with potential: TH, NO, DK and 
CH. 
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The first thing we’re going to do now is to pick our very best 1-2 
creatives with the lowest eCPM’s inside ZeroPark’s panel. 

CREATIVES: 

So let’s take a look at our first potential campaign which is TH – 
Mobile. 

As we can see Creative #4 and Creative #2 where the best ones, 
with the most conversions and lowest eCPA. 

 
No we are going to create variants of our best creatives. 

You can do this by: trying to add similar looking person, flip image 
horizontal, change out the emoji, or add an emoji. 

Banner burnout is huge on PUSH, so we will want to have groups 
of 5 variants ready to go every 24h hours that we will upload. 

The next step is to check which lander performed the best out of 
the 2 we tested. 
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LANDERS: 

Out of the two landers, we pick the best lander if there’s 
statistically significant difference. 

If we check the stats in our TH campaign we see that LP1 
performed better then LP2. 

 
So we only gonna use LP1 from now. 

We edit this in RedTrack, and just put 100% weight to our winner: 

 
OFFER: 
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For now we continue with the same offer thet we tested in the first 
run. 

SOURCES: 

Sources are the key, we look at the sources that got us the most 
conversions. 

So we go to the Sources tab in our TH campaign on ZeroPark 
and select the sources with the most conversions and with the 
eCPA not higher that $3. 

 
When we have this, we are going to create brand new campaigns 
separately for every source we selected. 

So 1 Source per campaign with a $10-20 daily budget per day. 

We can do this by creating a new SOURCE campaign on 
Zeropark like this: 

New Campaign — Push 
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Then we select Source: 

 
Then we set up the campaign just like before, and after that we 
need to add the first Source we want to target. 

Click on Add Sources and Input Manually: 
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And then you just paste the first Source you selected there, and 
click Add Sources : 
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Then we repeat this step until we have a separate campaign for 
every winner source we selected. 
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Phase #3 – Looking At Data, 
And Optimizing To Become 
Profitable 
In Phase #2, we broke down our phase 1 data into separate 
campaigns to give us more control to test; after running it over the 
weekend, we’ve spent around $450 and got some profitable 
golden nuggets. 

In this part (Phase three) I am going to show how I optimize and 
become profitable on ZeroPark push. 

So let’s take a look at our campaigns, let’s start with Thailand. 

 
The first thing I check is if there’s any significant sign I can see 
right away, and as you can see our Top Source 3 campaign spent 
$65 and made only $28 so it a -$37 profit which is not good since 
we already did some optimizations and we are running 1 source 
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per campaign, so we are going to start with stopping that 
campaign. 

The second thing I see is that our Top Source 4 campaign is 
profitable it spent $65 and made $79 so it’s a $13 profit, which is 
not much but gives us a sign that we need to scale it. 

Our Top Source 1 Campaign haven’t spent almost anything for 
some reason so we’re going to increase the bid by 20% and see 
what happens. 

The rest of the campaigns does not give us any significant data 
yet so we’re going to let them run to collect more data. 
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In the next step, let’s look at the creatives: 

 
In Top Source 2 campaign we can see that most of the creatives 
are doing okay, except for creative 1 and 6, so we are going to 
stop those, and find some new creatives similar to the profitable 
ones. 

Moving to the Top Source 4 campaign we also see some bad 
performing ones we need to stop, and these are creative 5 and 1. 

 
As you can see the best creatives in this campaign are creative 3 
and 6, so after we stopped 5 and 1 we add some more very 
similar to creative 3 and 6. 
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Top Source 5 campaign 

In this campaign, our best performing creatives are creative 1 2 3 
and 7 and the bad ones are 5 and 6. 

 
So we do the same thing here just like in the previous campaign, 
stop the bad performers and add more creatives similar to the 
profitable ones. 
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Phase #4 – Reviewing The Data, 
And Scaling Further 
After a few days we see pretty good results in our TH campaigns, 
so it looks like the optimization was successful. 

From now we can focus on scaling. We are still going to continue 
adding 2 new creatives every day and stopping the poor ones, to 
make sure the campaigns don’t burn out. 

In order to scale we are raising the daily budgets and launching 
the same campaign with the same ads and landing page on other 
traffic sources in order to be able to scale as much as we can. 

Duplicating the campaign also works sometimes, but there’s no 
definite for sure way. All of the traffic sources we ever worked on 
always have this dynamic/random element, so need to always 
test and see and scale that way. 

Added tip: Create your own list of subscribers via PUSH by 
adding a back button redirect link to your prelanders. 

Added tip #2: You can add a 2nd back button redirect and also 
an on exit popup, to give away something insane to grab people’s 
email addresses, and build a list. In either case, think about how 
you can grab something of value from every user because in 
2020 and beyond doing backend monetization will be key to 
overall success. 
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Recommended Services For Affiliate Marketers 

 

Media500 - The #1 Network with Top Finance 
Offers from Around The World 
High payout offers, amazing support.   For 
advanced affiliate marketers!  

 

RedTrack - The most affordable cloud based 
tracking solution - The must have tool for 
every affiliate marketer,  Red Tracker!  

 

ZeroPark - Recommended traffic source for 
PUSH, POP, Redirect and Keyword Traffic 
 
Great support, awesome quality traffic. 
Perfect way to get started in affiliate 
marketing. 

 

Transey - Need translations? Check them out 
 
50% Cheaper than other translation services, 
Transey delivers native translations in over 
150 languages.  

 

AdsBabe - For $50 ecom videos made from 
scratch, talk to them.    The most popular 
video creation service used by drop shippers. 

 

Banners&Landers - $40 Landers, $10 
Banner Ads and more  - Outsource your 
landing pages, banner ads, Facebook 
creatives, video editing, programming.  

 

iAmAffiliate - The #1 Advanced Affiliate 
Marketing Forum - Get 1 on 1 help from 
iAmAttila and other full-time experienced 
affiliate marketers. 

 

Adcombo - The best COD Network in the 
world They give you landing pages to run! 
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Hope you enjoyed and found great value in my free 
eBook.   
 
I am confident if you take action you are going to achieve 
the success You deserve.   It's all about how much you put 
in, so don't be lazy.  
 
Get RedTrack, join iAmAffiliate and start your first 
follow along towards making money right now! 
 
 
 

The Longer You're Not Taking Action, 
The More Money You're Losing  

-Carie Wilkerson 
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